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Welcome to the 2nd edition of Lightbearers Journal.

We are delighted to share with you this new and
dynamic way of offering you ascension tools,
inspirational poetry, metaphysical art, videos,

guidance, and so much more.

May you be blessed with love , joy, peace, and
abundance as you shift into the higher dimensional

perspectives.

~ Anaël & Araznu

UPON OUR COURSE
"FACETS DIVINE"

Feel the power of the Creator within, allow this magnificence to flow.
Sense the incoming brilliance ,as energies begin to grow.

These gifts create the glory of love,
before returning to the vibrations above.

Sharing this knowledge with Creator Source,
as we continue upon our course.

We each are facets of a glorious gem, spread far and wide across space and time,
All unique but of the whole, Starseeds all from one Divine.

As you grow, the facets gather,
returning home to be complete.

Each aspect drawn by magnetic force,
as we continue upon our course.

Once complete, at one with all,
we Ascend to higher planes.

feel the love of the Creator then,
as each reveal thy names.

Is this the end, our journey done,to be at one with source?
Or once again go journeying

as we continue upon our course.

© Deb-Aurah Araznu , Feb 2011
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There were times when those that walked this plane
had certain reservations.

They had certain inclinations. They believed in limitations.

The time is coming, and now is, when those that are open
will arise like the morning sun and shine their light upon this new earth.

They will let go of preconceptions.., of misconceptions.., of false perceptions..,
 and be that which they are.

There is no one to whom one must answer.
There is no one to whom one must call.

All is one and one is all.

Whenever you are ready I will guide you.
I will fly with you.

I will lift you up and set you down.

 There is no harm that can touch you. There is no darkness that can dim you.
There is no lack that can drain you.

There is only abundance and the light of life that will fill you
beyond your wildest dreams.

Do not seek... Do not seek for love.... Do not seek for wealth.... Do not seek for
wisdom.... Do not seek for health.... All of these things are already abundant.

All of these things are in front of you right now.

Simply open your eyes and open your arms and open your heart
and I will fill you with all that you need.., all that you desire..,

all that is rightfully yours.

All this and more.

~ Received by Anaël, February 27,2009 ~
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I tell you truly…

Look not back to that which is behind... But
keep what is lovely about it in your heart…

Press on with your eyes upon
the Light of your destination.

Care not if you walk in solitude…
Greet everyone you meet along the way

with love in your heart…

Press on until you hear soft steps in unison
beside you and the touch of someone's

hand in yours…

And then you shall know your time of
harmony has come.

~ Anaël, July 31, 2012 ~

For this and other creations by Anaël please click
GOOD VIBRATIONS PENDANTS

 on Facebook

Rose Quartz Pendant

Silver wire wrap Created by Anaël,  $44

Rose Quartz is known as the love stone as it emanates a
strong vibration of love, joy, warmth and well-being.

This beautiful pink crystal has a powerful energy that
resonates within both the heart chakra and the higher

heart chakra, otherwise known as the thymus chakra, the
area related to compassion and unconditional love..

This loving stone will also resonate energy into its
surroundings, and comfort all those nearby.

The energy of Rose Quartz is well known for its action to
stimulate romance in your life.

https://www.facebook.com/GoodVibrationsPendants
http://www.andromedanlightwork.com/
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by Deb-Aurah Araznu

Crystal Grids are tools to assist in shifting your frequency. The image of the grid holds
the intended frequency to share with you so you can benefit from it.

This grid was created to assist in letting go and cutting cords of things that no longer
serve.

Embracing heart centred, multi-dimensional way of being, and connecting with Gaia
through crystal energy.

Kyanite for cutting cords and
ties.

Selenite for connecting to
multidimensional energies,
embracing higher self.

Chrystoprase has a strong
connection to Gaia. A stone of
balance to equalize yin/yang
masculine/feminine energies and
assists with deep meditation.

Chlorite in quartz will help
resolve issues of the heart and
will allow one to acknowledge
forgive, release and move
forward.

Rose quartz the stone of
unconditional love, a heart stone,
and to assist with forgiveness.

Lemurian quartz flows with the energies of the divine feminine.

Arkansas quartz flows with the energies of the divine masculine.

Double Terminated Himalayan Quartz can be used to enhance, amplify and intensify
transformation and the release of self limiting notions.

Instructions: Focus on the image, feel the energy flowing over and through you, set your
intention and see the result of your intention completed.
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by Deb-Aurah Araznu

There are moments on the lightbearers path when the amplification of frequencies become tangible
in nature. These amplifications are perceived as feelings and emotions as well as physical
sensations of extra sensory accelerations to a knowing that you are upon the cusp of a new
understanding and way of being. The excitement in your lightbody field can be felt in the physical
body as waves of goose bumps, tingling of energies from head to toe, heart palpitations, vertigo
and ear ringing or as feelings of heightened anticipation readying for a huge shift in perspective.

Portals and Stargates that can be utilized for energetic expansion often coincide with solar, moon
and planetary cycles and alignments. Many ancient civilizations followed these astrological events
and were far more connected with the Earth than many are today. It is when we choose to
re-connect with Gaia/Earth Mother that we can stay more balanced during these shifts. When we
are ungrounded the energies can affect us much like a short-circuit or overload on an ungrounded
electrical circuit.

These portals also stir up denser frequencies to be released, old stuff, beliefs and programs that
no longer serve. This can be quite uncomfortable if you are not ready to shift. It seems many want
change but are not prepared to change themselves. The thing to remember is that you can only
change yourself, your reactions, your beliefs, your intentions. If you find yourself being triggered
by others or situations it means you have a belief or emotion attached to this situation that you
and only you can change. This may be as simple as letting go of emotions that were attached to a
past event, knowing that that energy is on longer with you, the emotion is attached to what you
choose to carry with you, let it go, forgive, release and thank the situation for it’s lesson.

If you find yourself feeling overwhelmed by the energies, there are quite a few different ways to
bring yourself back into balance:

●Ground and anchor your energy to that of Gaia/Mother Earth. Go for a walk in nature
connect with the trees, plants and animals.

●Meditation or yoga can assist you to shift your frequency.
● Take notice of what colours you are wearing, shift you frequency with a change of colour.
●Choose a crystal that is grounding for you and sit quietly with it.
●Call a friend of like mind and share, as confirmation that others may be feeling the same

thing can assist you to release any fear about what may, or may not be going on.
●Do something creative, paint, write, bake, whatever way you choose to express your creative

outlet.
My personal way of expressing the energies of these Stargates and portals is through my artwork
or poetry. When I feel the energy building I bring forward, what I am feeling and sensing onto
canvas, paper or digital media. It is through this creativity that I can share with others the
frequencies that are expressing themselves to me.
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The painting “Open the Upper Doors” was the creative expression of the energies in November
2011, which was a 11:11:11 portal. This image was given to me in dreams and visions during
October of that year. The doors are covered in light language glyphs and the phrase “and each
reveal thy name” came to me whilst I was painting them. It was interesting to see the many different
styles of glyphs that came through, they felt like different languages as I studied them.

The digital image “Stargate” below depicts the energies of Spring 2016. The eclipse and equinox
energies created a powerful portal for up-levelling and expanding your frequencies. This image
was created with the intention that it assist others to connect with, and experience the beautiful
flow of energies.

http://www.andromedanlightwork.com/
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At the time I received the vision for this painting, I was just beginning my journey into the realm of receiving
messages. Well, actually, that’s not true…. Like many of you I had been guided, and receiving messages all my
life… I just had not acknowledged that they were communications from higher dimensional beings.

Those that are now known to me as the Teachers of Light, have been with me every step of the way. Some call
them guides, messengers, angels or simply inner voices… but I heard them deep inside telling me things I had
forgotten. Things I had refused to acknowledge and things I never knew I knew.

These Light Beings reminded me of my eternal connection to Source. They told me of my unlimited potential, and
my pathway to expressing All That I Am.

They showed me this vision, a Galactic Portal between the Milky Way, where I presently am incarnated and the
Andromedan Galaxy, where I am heading. The Key to Ascension they told me is to be that future self in the here
and now.

So I picked up my paints and created this painting. It was my 6th painting. I had never painted water nor had I
ever painted sky, but following their guidance it all flowed from my brush. It was a revelation to me that their
words were true:

We all not only have unlimited potential, but we ARE unlimited potential. We just need to let go of all of our
imprints that speak otherwise.

Blessings on your voyage of Self Remembrance. ~ Anaël

~ Galactic Awakening ~
by Anaël Paul Beshara
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